TH E LATES T T EC HNOLOGY
IN M ACHIN E T OOLS
KMF understand that manufacturers are plagued with constant innovation,
consistent quality and competitive pressure. For this reason, technological
investment remains a focus of our business strategies.
Over the last 3 years, we have invested over £9 Million pounds into new
machinery and technological advancements. We anticipate the future
market needs of our customers and ensure the machines our customers
require next week, are available today.
Our unrivalled technology, automation, forecast reaction to our customers’
requirements and the skills and stability of our staff, allows us to deliver
quality components with maximum precision and short lead times.

PR ODUCT E XPERIENC E
Working with the Aerospace, Medical, Rail and Defence industries, KMF
Precision Engineering has established a reputation as a specialist in CNC
machining and precision engineering who can support a diverse group
of products.
KMF also have the necessary clean areas, skills and controls to ensure
consistent results when component assembly is required.
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A World Leader in
Aerospace Equipment
“During the several years since we embarked on our journey
with KMF Precision Sheet Metal and more recently KMF
Precision Engineering, the account has grown considerably in
activity and volume as such it now encompasses thousands of
unique parts ranging from the simplest of components, right
through to the most integrated assemblies.
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